NEW! Mad Science – Eureka “The Inventor’s Camp” (CE)
Ages 7-12
NEW to the Medinah Park District, Mad Science is offering VIRTUAL summer science camps.
Their virtual camps are taught by experienced Mad Scientists who are guaranteed to keep the
kids engaged! This camp is taught live allowing for personal interaction with their peers, all from
the comfort and safety of your home!
The Eureka Inventor’s Camp will inspire the inventor and scientist in you! Campers will
overcome a series of challenges using basic materials, simple machines, tips from famous
inventors and the most important of all----their mind! With a little bit of ingenuity children will
create catapults and forts, and even construct their own working Light Sabers!! While Thomas
Edison said "invention is 10% inspiration and 90% perspiration", this camp is 100% FUN!
Pricing includes Camp Bags that will either be mailed or delivered directly to the kids in advance
of camp starting. Camp Bags will include the necessary log in information to access the camps,
at home activity sheets, list of optional materials kids can gather to perform some of the
experiments at home and our cool take home items. All Camp Bag contents are designed to
give kid hands-on experience during the classes and to extend the educational impact with
activities that can be done long after the live portion is completed. Camps will be capped in size
to maintain that personal experience for each participant, virtual campers will be able to interact
with each other and with our Mad Scientists as they work on projects! At our discretion, Mad
Science may combine kids from several different partners to reach minimum enrollment
numbers.
Location
Fee
Min/Max
Code
Day
M-F

Virtual (Online)
$125 (R/NR)
10/20
204409
Date
Jun 22-26

Time
9:00-11:30am

NEW! Mad Science – “Mission Code: Coding for Kids” (CE)
Ages 7-13
NEW to the Medinah Park District, Mad Science is offering VIRTUAL summer science camps.
Their virtual camps are taught by experienced Mad Scientists who are guaranteed to keep the
kids engaged! This camp is taught live allowing for personal interaction with their peers, all from
the comfort and safety of your home!
Mission Code is a unique summer camp experience that allows kids to learn essential coding
skills while also engaging in active games and hands-on learning. Kids will develop
computational thinking and problem solving skills in an online game environment where you
give a robot a set of instructions to follow in order to solve the level. Each coding session
provides kids with a fundamental skill set including algorithms, functions, relative directions and
sequences. Upon registration, Jr. Coders will receive logins to a series of 10 pre-recorded
sessions, led by Mad Science. Jr. Coders will also receive a SCRIB coding robot ($19.95
value) to experiment with and the ability to access to the coding platform for 12 months.
This program is 100% online with pre-recorded instruction by a Mad Scientist. Sign-ups can be
taken throughout the summer.
Location
Fee
Min/Max
Code
Day
M-Su

Virtual (Online)
$90 (R/NR)
10/20
204408
Date
All Summer

Time
Anytime

